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Easy-to-make and scrumptious cookie and bar recipes-from America's most-trusted name in

bakingIf you'd like cookie recipes that are simple and fun, Pillsbury Best Cookies Cookbook is the

book for you! No dessert or snack is more universally adored than cookies, and no one knows

cookies better than Pillsbury. Now it's easier than ever to cherish the joys of homemade cookies

anytime with this collection. From American classics to holiday treats, these recipes are reliable and

rewarding to make, accompanied by more than 50 color photos and lots of new ideas.You'll

findTime-tested favorites like Snickerdoodles and Cheesecake Brownies, new twists like

Strawberry-Almond Crumble Bars and holiday treats like Easy Santa Cookies and Halloween

Chocolate PretzelsA chapter of winning recipes from the Pillsbury Bake-Off contestHelpful tips and

tricks for foolproof cookie baking-every timeIcons tagging "easy" recipes that start with refrigerated

cookie dough or brownie mix-the perfect kick-start in the kitchen. Delicious recipes for Drop

Cookies, Hand-Formed Cookies, Refrigerator Cookies, Rolled Cookies, Bars and Brownies, Holiday

Cookies, and, of course, Bake-Off FavoritesSpecial features offering smart ideas, like how to turn

common kitchen objects into cookie cutters, or how to make sandwich cookies from pantry items

like peanut butter Easy-to-read sidebars with information about ingredient substitutions, storage tips,

and how to make your cookies extra specialHelpful tips and variations, prep and cook times,

nutrition and high altitude information-all the details to guarantee cookie-making successEvery

recipe is tested in the Pillsbury kitchens, to ensure cookies will come out right the first time, whether

you're baking after school snacks or decorating wonderful holiday treats. So, fill up the cookie jar

and pass the dessert tray plate with the handpicked favorites from this wonderful recipe collection,

only from Pillsbury, America's most-trusted name in baking.
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I'm a big fan of the Pillsbury Cookbooks. I love that the books have pictures for almost all their

recipes! This is the second cookie book that I have purchased. I finally bought one for my mom who

is always asking for my cookie recipes. I have it all marked up (like I do with most of my cookbooks)

with variations, changes that I like to make, and family members' favorites. The best is the

Honey-roasted Peanut cookies! They are so delicious. The glaze is yummy all by itself and we've

often taken any extra glaze and put it on ice cream! I still think the best oatmeal raisin cookie recipe

is found on the inside lid of the Quaker Oats container!

This is a Great Pillsbury Cookie Cookbook. There are a Lot of Great Cookie Recipes in it.It shipped

quickly and I received it fast.Good Price and Great ShapeThank you.

I was tired of finding cookie recipes on line, trying them out, and finding they were a disaster. So I

purchased this cookie cookbook and my problems were over. I enjoy the accuracy of the recipes as

well as the good variety. I appreciate the helpful information this book has in the beginning informing

just what different ingredients do to a recipe, information on equipment and how to store cookies

after baking them. This is a wonderful cookbook for the beginner as well as an experienced cookie

baker. I would definitely highly recommend it.

This books is filled with great recipes that actually work. With colorful pictures, I love making cookies

because I can see what they should look like before I make them.

item was as expected and arrived on time

Great product

great

Great book that only Pillsbury could release. The old favorites are fun to recreate while newer

recipes are fun to try and add to your favorites. Since receiving my copy, I have made two different

recipes each weekend, to share with co-workers, family, and friends, that always brings a smile to



their faces. Being a former professional baker turned IT person, books like this one allows someone

like me to relive my childhood and those special moments baking with grandmothers, mom, and

aunts while growing up. Memories are extra special, especially when you can associate a special

cookie recipe/memory in your heart. I am fortunate enough to have many to remember every time I

bake some cookies from this book or the many others I own. Enjoy a great memory and a cookie to

share, just to help a special someone smile again.
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